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Answers     Unit 2-19       /k/ sound; /n/ sound         3rd Edition     
 
1 Word Study - /k/ sound  
c: come, cook, came, cake  
ck: duck, lucky, sick, knock, kick,     
track, pick  
k: mark, shake, like, milk, cook, keen, 
cake, turkey, kick, key  
 
2 Sounds - /k/ sound  
keen  knot  knock  not  
 
3 Missing Words 
a. cook turkey  
b. follow track  
c. milk cake 
e. kick mark (interchangeable) 
 
4 Dictionary Skills 
cake come cook keen key kick 
 
5 Small Words 
a. turkey  key   
b. not no   
c. follow low 
d. knot no not   
e. came am me   
f. lucky luck 
 
6 Homophones 
a. There was a (knot) in the rope on 
the (sail) of the boat. 
b. I did (not) (buy) any clothes at the 
shop (sale). 
c. We needed more money to (buy) a 
(new) (sail) for the boat. 
d. When you (sew) on a button, tie a 
(knot) in the cotton thread. 
 
7 Word Starters 
remove replace refresh restore rebuild 
replant rewrite  refill reread rewrap 
 
8 Silent Letters  
knife   wrong  
 
9 Word Chain 
boat  boot  book cook 
hard  card  care  cake 
bomb  comb  come  came 
tall  tale  take  cake  
pins  pink  pick  sick  
 
 
 

 
10 Changing Words 
a. lake - like   
b. know - knot  
c. sick   
d. milk  
e. care - cake / came  
f. come - came  
g. teen - keen   
h. home - come  
i. trick - track    
j. cork - cook  
k. deck - duck    
l. peck - pick  
m. keg - key   
n. shame - shake 
o. now - not   
p. mare - mark  
 
11 Compound Words 
(Aust) milkshake  
cookbook  
knockout  
homesick  
outcome  
keyboard  
------------- 
racetrack 
keyhole  
bookmark  
lifelike  
cheesecake 
 
11 Word Study 
a. alikeness - like 
b. comedian - come 
c. toothpick - pick  
d. another - not  
e. supermarket - mark 
f. hockey - key 
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